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Two-Tier Energy Compensation Framework Based
on Mobile Vehicular Electric Storage
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Abstract—Plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) commercialization pro-
pels an extensive charging station deployment in a power dis-
tribution system to satisfy fast growing PEV charging demands.
Considering the power distribution, some stations deployed at
limited capacity feeders may undergo power overload at peak
hours due to time-varying traffic and PEV demands. The potential
power overload could lead to severe transformer degradation or
even black-out on the aged power infrastructure. To avoid power
overload without excessive expenditure on the infrastructure up-
grade, proper energy compensation at limited capacity station is
highly effective. In this paper, we investigate an energy compen-
sation problem based on utility-owned mobile vehicular electric
storage (MVES), aiming to mitigate the overload issues among a
group of charging stations (GCS). First, a Markov Chain based
energy capacity model is developed to estimate the energy statuses
among GCS and a graph theory based GCS transportation model
is developed to facilitate on-road MVES allocation. Then, a two-tier
energy compensation framework is introduced to efficiently sched-
ule MVESs to minimize the scheduling cost. Simulations are con-
ducted based on real traffic data on California highway collected by
California department of transportation, and the results validate
the effectiveness of the introduced framework.

Index Terms—Plug-in electric vehicle, energy compensation
framework, mobile vehicular electric storage, charging station.

NOMENCLATURE

αre ,1 Energy charging price fluctuation causing by
the demanding energy deviation from the pri-
mary price setting.

αre ,2 Primary price setting without energy fluctua-
tion.

αre ,3 Energy charging price basis.
β Transportation price per km per kWh.
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ΔEav . The average MVES discharging capacity.
λPEV ,h The on-road PEV traffic flow at time h.
λs,h The PEV arrival rate at station s at time h.
λsM ,h The average arrival rate of MVESs at station

s at time h.
μs The service rate of station s.
π The steady-state probability of Markov

Chain.
ρs,h The percentage of arriving PEVs at station s

at time h.
a The overall number of PEVs being served in

the station.
b The number of PEVs being served by

MVESs.
Ccharge,h The cost of charging MVESs at resourceful

station at time h.
Ccharge,re ,h Energy charging price at station re at time h.
Ch Overall scheduling cost at time h.
CMqf ,h The energy capacity of station qf provided by

MVESs at time h.
CMre ,h The MVES charging capacity of station re at

time h.
CsL The energy capacity of station s provided by

local feeder.
Ctrans,h The transportation cost during MVES energy

transmission process at time h.
Dzn zm The distance between road intersections zn

and zm .
e an all one vector of length of l.
Eqf ,k,h The energy discharged by the kth MVES

coming to station qf during time h.
Ere ,qf ,h The energy transmitted from stations re to qf

at time h.
Ed Traffic routes as graph edges.
G(V,Ed) A directed graph.
gs,h The MVES energy supply rate at station s at

time h.
h The time of the day.
i, j The row/column of the Markov Chain.
l The total number of elements in Markov

Chain.
Lav . The average PEV charging demand.
M The transition matrix of Markov Chain.
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mij The ith row, jth column element in Markov
Chain.

Nqf M ,h The number of PEVs charged by MVESs at
station qf at time h.

NsL The number of PEVs charged by local feeder
at station s.

pavailability/ The station availability/unavailability of.
punavailability ,s,h station s at time h.
PC ,s The adopted charging standard at station s.
pQoS,s The pre-defined station availability at station

s.
Ps,L The power capacity of local feeder connected

to station s.
Q The set of limited capacity stations.
qf The f th limited capacity station in Q.
R The set of resourceful stations.
re The eth resourceful station in R.
Rs,h PEV charging demand at station s, time h.
S The set of GCS.
s A charging station in s.
Szn zm The route between road intersections zn and

zm .
tzn zm The travel time between road intersections zn

and zm .
V Road intersections as vertex.
V Road intersections as vertexes.
vzn zm The road velocity between road intersections

zn and zm .
Z The set of road intersections.
zg The gth road intersection in Z.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S NUMEROUS government incentive policies launch
globally to promote plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) com-

mercialization [1], [2], the PEV will inevitably dominate in the
vehicle market. Correspondingly, an extensive deployment of
charging stations in power distribution system is expected to
provide satisfactory charging service. From a sustainable de-
veloping perspective, the implementation of this huge project
will mainly rely on existing power facilities with a necessary
upgrade. Specifically, a portion of the charging stations are ex-
pected to be deployed at the primary feeders, served to guarantee
sufficient loading capacities around 2MW at a high voltage level
between 4 to 35 kV [3], [4]. On the other hand, to complement
the energy supply where the primary feeders cannot reach out,
some charging stations are deployed at the secondary feeders,
of which the voltage decreases to a lower level between 100 to
240 V and the loading capacity to a hundred-kW level [4].

With the hierarchical deployment, adjacent charging stations
can be clustered together as a group of charging stations (GCS)
with different energy capacities with respect to local charging
demands. Considering the time-varying geographic distribution
of PEV traffic loads [5], [6], an intuitive concern raised by local

utilities and distribution companies is that power shortage may
occur at some of the stations in a GCS. Those overloaded feeders
could encounter severe transformer degradation, power quality
degradation, or even local black-out [7], [8]. Thus, the power
grid urgently demands cost-efficient and fast-response energy
storages to help alleviate the power shortage while avoiding
excessive expenditure on upgrade. This requirement can be ab-
stracted as how to reallocate the energy resources to a group
of service nodes beyond their inherent limits in respond to the
real-time demand distribution.

A possible solution is to utilize mobile energy storages as
resource porters to carry resources from resourceful stations
to those in shortage. We could refer to the oil tank truck and
rethink from the features of PEVs. The PEV battery not only
stores energy to support vehicle travelling, but also has a poten-
tial in flexible energy delivery [9]. Therefore, in this paper, we
utilize the on-road PEV as a flexible energy storage device to
compensate the limited energy capacities in some of the charg-
ing stations to mitigate the load impact on power system. In
terms of the functionality to deliver supplementary electric en-
ergy, PEVs that can deliver supplementary energy to the charg-
ing stations in power shortage are referred as mobile vehicular
electric storage (MVES). An essential technical support of the
MVES is the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology where PEVs
send back energy to the power grid. Existing works on V2G
can be classified into renewable energy integration, regulation
service provision, and peak load mitigation. By utilizing PEVs
as energy buffers to levelize the stochastic renewable energy
output, renewable energy can be smoothly integrated into the
power system [10]. V2G can also be applied in regulation ser-
vice to fine tune the frequency and voltage deviation due to the
power imbalance [10]. The capacity estimations based on PEV
stochasticity for V2G frequency regulation have been studied in
[11], [12]. The works in [13], [14] thoroughly study the schedul-
ing schemes to maximize the PEV profit in the regulation mar-
ket. V2G also extends the PEV functionality to mitigating the
peak loads in the work [15] through an energy delivery scheme.
To address the PEV random driving behaviours, [16], [17]
utilize cloud computing and fuzzy heuristic prediction meth-
ods respectively to estimate the PEV mitigation capacity. By
integrating V2G technology into PEV mobility, we can make the
PEV a flexible mobile energy delivery tool to fulfill the intended
goal.

In this paper, we study a energy compensation problem that
utilizes MVESs as flexible energy porters via V2G technol-
ogy. Belonging to the local power utility company, MVESs are
large battery-capacity PEVs that specialized in being recharged
with additional energy at nearby available resourceful stations,
and then deliver the energy to overloaded stations in their peak
hours. Since the charging demands are strongly correlated to
the on-road traffic condition, the service requests modelling at
the charging stations should consider the stochasticity of PEV
traffics. In terms of power balance at a charging station, the
heterogeneity of arriving PEV State-of-Charge (SoC) also af-
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fects the station dynamics over time. From the resource allo-
cation perspective, energy demands need to be satisfied while
minimizing the MVES scheduling cost and enhancing the time-
efficiency of energy transmission. In this problem, the challenge
can be abstracted as how to allocate the MVES energy distribu-
tion and transportation route among a GCS to balance the power
and minimize the scheduling cost.

In this paper, we introduce a two-tier energy compensation
framework that efficiently allocates MVES energy distribution
and transportation route among a GCS to avoid overload issues.
Upon our knowledge, few research works have utilized MVES
as a utility-scaled energy storage device to address the PEV
charging overload issue. The main contributions of the paper
are listed as below:

1) To characterize the charging and discharging processes
at resourceful and limited capacity station respectively,
a system model is developed to normalize the operation
dynamics on both power and transportation levels;

2) Consider the heterogeneity of input data, a two-tier en-
ergy compensation framework is introduced to effectively
schedule MVESs among the GCS;

3) To balance the power condition and improve the opera-
tion performance (e.g. station availability) among a GCS,
an optimization problem is formulated to minimize the
scheduling cost while guaranteeing power balance and
energy transmission time-efficiency;

4) Using the real traffic data on California highway collected
from California department of transportation, simulations
are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the intro-
duced framework. The potential influences of technical
development and station requirement on scheduling re-
sults are also discussed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
related works are reviewed in Section II. The system model
is developed to characterize station operations in Section III.
Energy compensation framework is introduced in Section IV.
To minimize the scheduling cost, an optimization problem is
formulated and solved in Section V. Section VI presents the
simulation setup and results, and Section VII summarizes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In literature, several research works have investigated utiliz-
ing PEV mobility to enable system power balance [18]–[21].
The vehicle-to-vehicle charging is investigated in [20] by en-
couraging on-road PEVs discharging their surplus energy to
relieve the overload issue of PEV charging via price mechanism
and advanced communication architecture. Consider the PEV
range anxiety issue, the vehicle-to-vehicle method proposed in
[20] has a high risk of power imbalance due to its limited en-
ergy capacity. Consequently, the energy network concept of
using PEVs as energy porters to deliver energy from renewable
energy sources to charging stations is proposed in the work [18].

Based on the concept, the work in [19] proposes a minimum cost
flow algorithm to plan the energy transportation routes among
the energy network. The mobile PEV concept is further used in
the work [21] by designing a simple dispatching scheme using
mobile charging stations to decrease the PEV charging waiting
time in stationary stations.

In general, the reviewed works either use the existing energy
in PEVs as additional energy source, or consider PEVs as energy
porters to transmit additional energy. However, PEVs’ potentials
of mitigating PEV charging overload remain open. The goal of
this paper is to develop an energy compensation scheme that uses
MVESs to effectively mitigate the overload issues timely and
cost-efficiently. The incorporation of GCS operation modelling
and a two-tier energy compensation framework guarantees a
predictable and timely energy balance among GCS with minimal
cost.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, station energy capacity model from the power
perspective is first defined. Operation dynamics of each station
are characterized to analyze the power balance status. Then, the
transportation network is abstracted as a directed graph to plan
MVES travel routes between stations.

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a group of PEV charging
stations S that are deployed at different levels in a power system,
while central controller deployed on top of the power system to
control the scheduling activity.

In terms of energy capacity, the charging stations S can be
categorized into two classes: R and Q. The first one is re-
sourceful stations, whose set is denoted by R = {r1 , r2 . . . re}.
They are connected to primary feeders with stable and sufficient
power supplement from the bulk generations. Different from
resourceful stations, limited capacity stations, represented as qf ,
where Q = {q1 , q2 . . . qf} are connected to secondary feeders
in the remote areas. The resourceful stations are designed with
an excessive energy capacity to cope with the peak EV charging
hours in a day, whose redundant charging capacity can be used to
charge the MVESs. On the other hand, the limited energy capac-
ity, due to limited feeder capacity or limited local power source,
can incur overload issues during peak hours. Thus, MVESs can
provide limited capacity stations with additional energy to
mitigate overload issues.

A. Station Energy Capacity Characterization

The local energy capacity of station s that depends on the
feeder capacity, is denoted as CsL . In each station, CsL is further
characterized as the number of PEV charging services that the
local feeder can provide simultaneously during an hour period.
The average PEV charging demand Lav . is defined as 15 kWh,
50% battery capacity of the retailed PEVs, Nissan Leaf [24].
Considering that the station connected feeder has a power ca-
pacity of Ps,L , the number of PEVs charged by the local power
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Fig. 1. System overview of the GCS.

denoted as NsL satisfies

CsL =
∫

h

Ps,Ldt = NsL · Lav . . (1)

In terms of the hourly on-road traffic flows, PEV charging de-
mands at station s, denoted as Rs,h is time-variant. Regarding
the relation between CsL and Rre ,h , stations from different class
response differently. Enabled with sufficient power supplement,
resourceful stations can easily fulfill incoming PEV charging
demands, denoted as:

Cre L ≥ Rre ,h . (2)

On the other hand, limited capacity stations may encounter
power imbalance issues at peak traffic hours, as:

Cqf L ≤ Rqf ,h . (3)

To address the power imbalance in the limited capacity stations,
MVES energy capacity CMqf ,h at station qf should complement
the energy gap between local energy capacity and PEV charging
demands:

CMqf ,h + Cqf L ≥ Rqf ,h (4)

MVESs’ energy capacity is the summation of all the MVES
discharging energy at the station during hour h. The number
of PEVs that are charged by the MVES energy Nqf M ,h can be
characterized as:

CMqf ,h =
∑

k

Eqf ,k,h = Nqf M ,h · Lav . , (5)

where Eqf ,k,h denotes the energy discharged by the kth MVES
coming to station qf during time h. On the other hand, resource-
ful stations need to undertake the MVES charging tasks besides
charging PEVs. The MVES energy capacity in resourceful sta-
tion re , denoted as CMre ,h , needs to satisfy:

Cre L ≥ CMre ,h + Rre ,h . (6)

B. Station Dynamic Model

By introducing MVESs as energy porters into the power sys-
tem, dynamics of charging stations require detailed analysis to
enable smooth operations. The station dynamics are analyzed
on an hourly basis to estimate the average power balance status
during hour h, where h ∈ [0, 1, 2...22, 23] [22].

The station dynamics are characterized as the continuous-
time Markov Chain. In terms of the station functionality, the
modellings of resourceful and limited capacity stations will be
introduced respectively.

1) Limited Capacity Station: In the limited capacity station,
two types of vehicles arrive at the station with stochastic prop-
erty: PEVs for charging and MVESs for energy supplement.

The PEV behaviour can be characterized as a stochastic pro-
cess, which is based on the following assumptions.

Assumption 1: PEVs arrive at the charging station s follow-
ing a Poisson process with an average arrival rate of λs,h at
time h.

As validated in [23], the arrival distribution of vehicles at
stations follows a Poisson process since each vehicle arrives at
stations independently and memorylessly. Hence, in our model,
PEVs are considered to follow the Poisson process. The average
arrival rate λs,h depends on the on-road PEV traffic flow λPEV ,h ,
the time h of a day, and the PEV arriving percentage at the station
ρs,h as

λs,h = λPEV ,h · ρs,h . (7)

Different from PEVs, MVESs are another independent set of
vehicles functioning sorely as energy storage devices. As part
of on-road traffics, MVESs have the similar arrival distribution
as the PEVs, characterized as the Poisson process as follow.

Assumption 2: MVESs arrive at the charging station s fol-
lowing a Poisson process with an average arrival rate of λsM ,h

at hour h.
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The MVES energy supply rate gs,h at each station is charac-
terized as the number of PEVs that MVESs can charge simul-
taneously in an hour. The rate depends on the MVES arrival
rate λsM ,h , the average MVES discharging capacity ΔEav . , and
average PEV charging demand Lav . . It can also be characterized
as the summation of incoming MVES energy EMqf ,h divided
by the average PEV charging demand:

gs,h =
λsM ,h · ΔEav .

Lav .
=

EMqf ,h

Lav .
. (8)

Limited capacity station manages the energy coming from
MVESs and local feeder together, and then distributes to each
charger following the same charging standard.

Assumption 3: The service rate of station s follows an expo-
nential distribution with an average service rate of μs .

As each station provides charging services to diverse types
of PEVs with heterogeneous SoC conditions, the PEV charg-
ing service is also a stochastic process. The service time can
be modelled as a lognormal distribution based on 2009 NHTS
data [25]. To make the service process analytically tractable,
we consider that station operators adopt the developed smart
charging mechanism in the work [26] to make the service
process an exponential distribution. The service rate μs is re-
lated to the adopted charging standard PC ,s and PEV charging
demand Lav . :

μs =
PC ,s

Lav .
. (9)

Based on the above variable modelling, station dynamics
in limited capacity station can be characterized as a two-
dimensional Markov Chain as shown in Fig. 2.

Each state in the Markov Chain has two parameters, where a
denotes the overall number of PEVs being served in the station
and b represents the number of PEVs being charged by the
energy supplied by MVESs. The number of PEVs being charged
by the local feeder is a − b.

As the state proceeds horizontally, a increases gradually, de-
noting that the number of PEVs being served in the station
increases. When the state reaches to the right end, it means that
all power sources are utilized, and the next incoming PEVs can-

not be served. On the other hand, as the state moves vertically,
b increases, i.e., the MVES discharging energy increases. Thus,
as the row increases, the right-end state in each row denotes
a fully occupied station with an increasing MVES discharg-
ing capacity. Hence, the summation of the very right states on
each row denotes the probability that incoming PEVs will leave
without being served at time h, which is considered as the prob-
ability of the station unavailability. Complementally, the station
availability denotes the probability that incoming PEVs can be
charged immediately in the station without additional waiting.
The station availability is considered as an essential index of
the station power balance condition, which directly affects the
station operation performance.

To evaluate the operation performance, the steady-state prob-
abilities of the Markov Chain states need to be obtained.
The transition matrix of the Markov Chain M is given as in
Equation (10) shown at the bottom of the page. Each element
in the model is denoted as mi,j , locating at ith row and jth
column. M satisfies mij ≥ 0 (for i �= j) and mij = −∑h

i=1 mij

(for i = j). l denotes the total number of elements in the Markov
Chain, given by,

l =
N sM , h +1∑

i=1

(NsL + i). (11)

Proposition 1: The Markov Chain is positive recurrent.
Proof: The Markov Chain is irreducible and has finite states,

Hence, all states are recurrent [27]. For a finite-state Markov
Chain, all recurrent states are positive recurrent [27]. �

Proposition 2: The Markov Chain has a unique solution for
the steady-state probabilities π.

Proof: As a positive recurrent chain, its aperiodic states are
ergodic. For an irreducible ergodic Markov Chain in states i =
0, 1, 2..., h, steady-state probabilities π exists [27]. �

In the Markov Chain, π is a 1 × l vector. Let e be an all-
one vector of length of l. Through the calculation of balance
equations:

{
π · M = 0,

π · e = 1,
(12)

M =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

−(λs,h + gs,h) λs,h ... gs,h 0 ... 0

μs −(λs,h + μs + gs,h) ... 0 gs,h ... 0

0 2μs ... 0 0 ... 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...

0 0 ... −(λs,h + gs,h) λs,h ... 0

μs 0 ... 0 −(λs,h + μs + gs,h) ... 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...

0 0 ... 0 0 ... −(Ns,L + NsM ,h)μs

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(10)
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Fig. 2. Hourly Markov Chain with two-dimensional state space.

the steady-state probabilities of Markov can be obtained. Hence,
the station unavailability probability can obtained as:

punavailability ,s,h =
∑

i

πblock , (13)

where

πblock = {(a, b) : a = Ns,L + i, b = i, i = 0, 1, 2...}. (14)

By contrast, the station availability that is complemental to the
unavailability, is denoted as:

pavailability ,s,h = 1 − punavailbility ,s,h . (15)

When the station availability requirement is set, requested
MVES energy can be forecasted using equations (7)–(15).

2) Resourceful Station: Through analyzing the station dy-
namics in resourceful stations, the MVES charging capacity of
the stations can be obtained. PEVs are considered arriving at the
station following the same assumption as assumption 1 and the
station service process follows assumption 3.

Enabled by sufficient energy supply, resourceful stations do
not have MVES discharging in the station. Thus, gs,h = 0 and
NsM ,h = 0, making the Markov Chain a M/M/NsL queue as
dash-lined in Fig. 2.

As the state proceeds horizontally, a increases gradually, de-
noting that the number of PEVs being served in the station
increases. When the state reaches to the right end, it means
that all power sources are utilized. Through the calculation of
equations (10)–(15), the stationary states of Markov Chain can
be obtained. PEV charging demands Rs,h in station s can be
calculated as:

Rs,h =
∑

i

πi · mi · Lav . . (16)

Then, the MVES charging capacity of the station is the en-
ergy gap between the station overall energy capacity and PEV

Fig. 3. Transportation network topology of the GCS.

charging demands, as:

CMre ,h = NsL · Lav . − Rs,h . (17)

C. Transportation Network Model

The transportation network model, as shown in Fig. 3, con-
sists of road intersections zg , where {z1 , z2 . . . zg} ∈ Z and
routes Szm zn between intersections zm and zn . Stations are de-
ployed at intersections. In terms of time variations, traffic ve-
locities fluctuate along routes. The traffic velocities are defined
as hourly-average variables between intersections (e.g. vz0 z1

between intersections z0 and z1). The distance between two in-
tersection is denoted as Dz0 z1 . Then, the traffic time between
two intersections is:

tz0 z1 =
Dz0 z1

vz0 z1

. (18)

A directed graph G(V,Ed) is proposed to model the trans-
portation network model in Fig. 3. V stands for road intersec-
tions as vertex, and Ed stands for traffic routes as the graph
edges. Traffic time of each route becomes the weight of each
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the two-tier energy compensation framework.

edge. Suppose MVESs that are charged at resourceful charging
station r1 need to transport the surplus energy to limited capac-
ity station q2 , the transmission route can be Sz0 z1 -Sz1 z4 -Sz4 z5 .
Considering the traffic variation on road hourly, to enable the
time-efficiency of MVES energy transmission along routes, the
fastest transmission route is required. For example, when con-
gestion happens on route Sz0 z1 , resulting in longer transmission
time (larger weight), another transmission route needs to be find.
If Routes Sz0 z3 -Sz3 z4 -Sz4 z5 has the minimal transmission time
between stations r1 and q2 , MVESs will be directed to travel
along these routes.

IV. TWO-TIER ENERGY COMPENSATION FRAMEWORK

To fully utilize the on-road local resources, an energy com-
pensation framework is introduced, as shown in Fig. 4. The
framework is operated on two tiers with central controller
on the upper tier and charging stations on the lower tier. In
terms of fluctuating traffic volumes, the framework operates
hourly to provide analysis and guidance for the next-hour
operation.

A. Upper Tier Operation

The central controller on the upper tier starts to perform the
hourly operation scheme at time Tclock by requesting the energy
information of each station (e.g. MVES energy demand of lim-
ited capacity station and MVES charging capacity of resourceful

station). Once the central controller receives the energy demand
information from all stations, it starts to schedule MVESs charg-
ing and discharging, which consists of two stages:

� Stage 1. MVES Transportation Route Scheduling: In terms
of collected on-road traffic condition, a route scheduling
scheme is conducted to decide the fastest routes between
resourceful stations and limited capacity stations so that the
time-efficiency of energy transmission can be guaranteed.

� Stage 2. MVES Energy Scheduling: Based on the collected
energy information, an optimization problem is formulated
and solved to arrange the charging and discharging stations
for MVES to minimize the overall scheduling costs while
maintaining the power balance among all stations.

The scheduling results are then distributed to both resourceful
stations and limited capacity stations on the lower tier. The
whole process repeats after the time duration Δt of 60 minutes.

B. Lower Tier Operation

� Limited Capacity Station qf - Once station qf receives the
information request from the upper tier, the station dynam-
ics will be analyzed with the traffic data input. Through the
two dimensional Markov Chain analysis, the next-hour en-
ergy demand forecast will be obtained and sent to the upper
tier. Then, upon receiving the scheduling results from the
upper tier, station qf will operate accordingly.
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� Resourceful Station re - Upon receiving the information
request from central controller, resourceful station re ana-
lyzes the station dynamics and sends its MVES charging
capacity to the upper tier as part of the input data for MVES
energy scheduling. After receiving the controller schedul-
ing results, re will then prepare to charge the surplus energy
to MVESs.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Based on the introduced framework, the scheduling problem
can be formulated stage by stage.

A. MVES Transportation Route Scheduling

As the framework is operated on an hourly basis, it is essential
to enable the time-efficiency of MVES energy transmission.
Thus, a fastest path scheduling scheme is proposed to determine
the fastest paths between stations in terms of hourly-variant
traffic conditions.

Based on the Floyd-Warshall algorithm which finds the fastest
travel path between all nodes, we propose the fastest path search
scheme as described in Algorithm 1. We first initialize the graph
G(V,Ed) with two sets of edge weights: time for MVES trans-
portation time and dist for MVES transportation distance. Mean-
while, the hopping nodes next are initialized as original nodes.
As described in line 9-18, the algorithm iteratively chooses one
node as hopping node between the origin and destination to find
the shortest path. Notably, when the hopping node find a path
that has the same weight as the former recorded shortest path, the
algorithm will then choose the path that has shorter transporta-
tion distance to enable the cost-efficiency of route scheduling
(as shown in line 15-18). Further, to output the optimal path
results, a path reconstruction scheme is presented from line 20
to 27.

B. MVES Energy Scheduling

The MVES scheduling is performed on an hourly basis
with hourly-averaged performance evaluation. Based on the en-
ergy demand forecast, the central controller schedules on-road
MVESs aiming at minimizing the overall scheduling costs Ch

while guaranteeing the power balance. The problem is formu-
lated as follow:

min Ch = Ccharge,h + Ctrans.,h (19)

s.t. pavailbility ,s,h ≥ pQoS,s ,∀s ∈ S (19.a)

0 ≤ Ere ,qf ,h ≤ CMre ,h ,∀re ∈ R,∀qf ∈ Q (19.b)
∑
q f

Ere ,qf ,h ≤ CMre ,h ,∀qf ∈ Q (19.c)

∑
re

Ere ,qf ,h = EMqf ,h ,∀re ∈ R (19.d)

The scheduling costs Ch consists of two parts: the charging costs
Ccharge,h to charge MVESs with surplus energy at resourceful
stations and the transportation costs Ctrans.,h of MVESs during

their energy transmission processes. The charging costs con-
sist of MVES charging costs at all the resourceful stations,
depending on the energy charging price Ccharge,re ,h(Ere ,qf ) at
station re and required MVES energy Ere ,qf that sent to limited
station qf :

Ccharge,h =
∑
re

∑
q f

Ccharge,re ,h(Ere ,qf ) · Ere ,qf . (20)

As resourceful stations charge incoming PEVs priorly, the re-
maining energy capacity for MVES charging can be limited,
especially in peak charging hours. To characterize the relation
between the MVES charging price and demanding MVES en-
ergy, a polynomial function is utilized to characterize the price
function as:

Ccharge,re ,h(Ere ,qf ) = αre ,1 · E2
re ,qf

+ αre ,2 · Ere ,qf + αre ,3 .
(21)
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The first differential of the function reflects the price deviation
relation with demanding MVES energy as:

d
dEre ,qf

(Ccharge,re ,h(Ere ,qf )) = 2αre ,1 · Ere ,qf + αre ,2 , (22)

where αre ,2 denotes the primary price setting without energy
fluctuation and αre ,1 represents the price fluctuation causing by
the demanding energy deviation from the primary price setting.

In addition to charging in stations, MVES transportation pro-
cess also incurs electricity and time consumption that is con-
sidered as part of scheduling costs. The transportation costs
consider factors of distance Dre qf between charging station re

and discharging station qf , the transportation price β per trans-
mission distance per kWh, the transmitted energy Ere ,qf along
the route Sre qf :

Ctrans.,h =
∑
re

∑
q f

Ere ,qf · β · Dre qf . (23)

While minimizing scheduling costs, every station needs to main-
tain its power balance by fulfilling most of the arriving PEV
charging demands. As shown in constraint (19.a), every charg-
ing station needs to guarantee a pre-defined station availability
pQoS,s in the station.

From energy balance perspective, the MVES charging energy
Ere qf that is supplied by station re and sent to station qf should
be within the station MVES charging capacity EMre , as in con-
straint (19.b). The overall MVES charging energy should also
be within the station MVES charging capacity, as in constraint
(19.c). On the MVES energy supply side, the summation of ar-
riving MVES energy at station qf should equals to its demanding
energy EMqf ,h , as denoted in constraint (19.d).

The formulated problem is convex in nature with a convex
set that can be efficiently solved through Disciplined Convex
Programming (DCP) of CVX [34]. Through the DCP ruleset
examination, the convexity of formulated problem can be vali-
dated. Then, the continuous functions as our formulated ones can
be solved through simple convex programming implementation
using atom library (regulated convex or concave functions). The
whole process of MVES scheduling is described as Algorithm 2 .
After hourly traffic data input and initialization, the MVES en-
ergy demand and charging capacity calculation are conducted
though Markov Chains respectively. Based on the collected traf-
fic data, MVES energy transmission routes are planned by the
fastest path search scheme of Algorithm 1. Then, DCP is con-
ducted to minimize scheduling costs provided the transmission
routes, energy demands, and requests.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the effectiveness of the introduced framework
is evaluated based on the real traffic data on California highway
collected by the California department of transportation. Fur-
ther, impacts of station availability and transportation cost on
framework results are discussed.

Fig. 5. Charging station deployment in South California.

A. Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of the introduced framework,
simulation is conducted based on the California highway data
collected by the California department of transportation PeSM
[32]. As shown in Fig. 5, the MVES travelling area covers from
downtown Los Angeles (L.A.) to Norwalk, with four charging
stations deployed along unidirectional highway I-5S. Resource-
ful stations r1 and r2 are deployed near downtown L.A. and
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TABLE I
ROUTE INFORMATION

Fig. 6. PEV hourly arrival rate at each station.

East L.A. respectively. To satisfy the huge electricity demand
in the urban area, large-capacity feeders and bulk generations
are accessible to these two stations. Limited capacity stations
q1 and q2 are located at Downey and Norwalk respectively. In
terms of transportation conditions, we select five major travel
routes connecting stations, with details shown in Table I.

1) PEV Settings: A 10% PEV market share in the vehicle
market is considered. For resourceful stations, 10% of the on-
road PEVs enter stations for recharging. 5% PEVs are recharged
at the limited capacity stations. Hence, the PEV arrival rate at
each station are shown in Fig. 6.

Connecting to large-capacity feeders, resourceful stations
have large feeder capacity with fast charging speed. Station
r1 has a power capacity Cr1 of 2.4 MWh while r2 can provide
energy Cr2 up to 1.8 MWh [4]. For the limited capacity stations
that connect to secondary feeders in domestic area, power sup-
ply capacities reduce to hundred-kW level with lower voltage
between 100–240 V [4]. In this case, we consider that station q1

can provide a maximum energy Cq1 L at 480 kWh and station q2

has a feeder capacity Cq2 L of 300 kWh. Charging stations adopt
different charging standards to fit the local conditions. For exam-
ple, resourceful stations use the SAE CCS level 3 standard [29]
to charge PEVs at 120 kW while limited capacity stations adopt
the SAE CCS level 2 at 90 kW [29]. To ensure that resourceful
stations accomplish their PEV charging tasks prior to charging
MVESs, the station availability needs to maintain at 95% so that
95% of incoming PEVs will be charged immediately in the sta-
tion. On the other hand, limited capacity stations should be able
to fulfill 90% of incoming PEV charging demands with MVES
scheduling. The MVES charging cost coefficients αre ,1 , αre ,2

are set as in Table III to map with the current electricity rate
plan of Pacific Gas and Electric (PGE) company in California

[33]. The coefficient of transportation cost β is set to 0.004 [30].
The parameter settings are also summarized in Table III.

2) Route Choice: First, the fastest routes are palnned by the
proposed fastest path search algorithm for MVES energy trans-
mission, as below. The algorithm inputs data of routes travelling
time are extracted from google map [31] on an hourly basis, as
summarized in Table II.

� L.A. - Downey:
– 12 a.m.-14 p.m. and 19 p.m.-23 p.m.: Route 1 - Route 3;
– 15 p.m.-18 p.m.: Route 2 - Route 3;

� L.A. - Norwalk::
– 12 a.m.-14 p.m. and 19 p.m.-23 p.m.: Route 2 - Route 3

- Route 4;
– 15 p.m.-18 p.m.: Route 1 - Route 3 - Route 4;

� East L.A. - Downey: Route 3 All day;
� East L.A. - Norwalk: Route 3 - Route 4 All day;

B. Simulation Results

Solving the optimization problem through proposed scheme
on MATLAB platform, we can obtain the optimal MVES
scheduling results. First, the improvement of station availabil-
ity is validated to show that MVESs have been effectively as-
signed to GCS to enable energy balance. As the objective of
the proposed scheme is to mitigate the overload issues of GCS
with minimal costs, the overload mitigation is then illustrated
through the result comparison of demanding energy from local
feeder with and without MVES participation. Finally, the cost
comparison results between the proposed scheme and randomly-
assigned case are presented.

1) Station Availability: Comparisons of station availabilities
before and after MVES scheduling are shown in Fig. 7. As
shown in Fig. 7 (a), without MVES scheduling, the availability
of station q1 at Downey encounters enormous drop during the
daytime from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.. That is, depending solely the on
local wired power supplement, the station encounters service
congestion (i.e. more than 10% of arriving PEVs cannot be
served immediately) when more than 20 PEVs come to the
station. During the daytime, traffic flow near Downey fluctuates
between 23 to 35 PEVs/hour as in Fig. 6, causing the station
consistently congested. After MVESs being scheduled to the
station, the availability of the station remains stably around
90%.

Similarly, in Fig. 7 (b), the availability of station q2 at Norwalk
has effective improvement during the daytime between 6 a.m. to
11 p.m.. As MVESs are scheduled to station q2 corresponding
to the station required charging demand, the station availability
remains stably around 90%.

2) Overload Mitigation Through MVES Scheduling: local
feeder to guarantee a 90% station availability is presented in
Fig. 8. The results are compared between the case with and
without MVES scheduling to verify the significance of MVES
participation. Without MVES scheduling, the demanding energy
from the local feeder at station 1, as shown in Fig. 8 (a), starting
to dramatically increase at 5 a.m., due to the increasing vehicle
traffics. Without MVES scheduling and proper infrastructure
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TABLE II
AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME OF ROUTES

Fig. 7. Station availability comparison.

Fig. 8. Demanding energy of local feeder.

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

upgrade, the demanding energy exceeds the limit of local feeder
capacity during daytime, which can severely overload the feeder.
With MVES scheduling, local feeder only needs to provide

energy up to its capacity limit (480 kWh). Hence, with MVES
participation, the potential overload issue is effectively mitigated
at station 1.

Similar to station 1, station 2 also encounters severe power
overload during daytime. As shown in Fig. 8 (b), starting from
5 a.m., demanding energy from local feeder can peak up to
1200 kWh without MVES scheduling. With only 300 kWh
feeder capacity, the peak hour PEV charging demand can
easily crash the normal power operation and cause severe
transformer degradation. On the other hand, with MVES
participation, local feeder only needs to provide its feeder
capacity value during daytime to effectively avoid the potential
overloading.

3) MVES Scheduling Costs: To illustrate the optimality of
the proposed cost minimization scheme, a randomly-arranged
MVES scenario is presented as the baseline case. The scheduling
cost performance in Fig. 9 (a), shows that through the proposed
cost-minimized scheduling scheme, the scheduling cost can be
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Fig. 9. MVES scheduling cost performance comparison.

Fig. 10. MVES charging task allocation comparison.

effectively minimized hourly from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.. As part
of the scheduling costs, charging cost has been effectively re-
duced in most of the time other than 10–11 a.m. and 9–11 p.m..
This situation incurs as transportation cost outweighs charging
cost when both of the resourceful stations have sufficient en-
ergy to cope with MVES charging tasks. Compared with station
r1 that has lower charging price but longer transportation dis-
tance, station r2 will be assigned with more charging tasks. The
transportation cost is also minimized as shown in Fig. 9 (c), by
flexibly arranging the MVES energy tasks among resourceful
stations.

Fig. 10 shows the hourly-averaged charging tasks from sta-
tions re to stations qf of both cost-minimized and randomly-
arranged cases. Randomly-arranged case assigns more
charging tasks to station r1 considering its large charging ca-
pacity. However, when transportation cost is addressed in the
cost-minimized case, MVES charging tasks are allocate more
to station r2 to minimize MVES transportation distance, which
is in accordance with the practical concerns of minimizing trans-
portation cost.

4) Influence of MVES Transportation Cost: As the electric
battery technology advances, charging and discharging price
per energy unit of MVESs will decrease correspondingly, lead-
ing to an decrease of MVES transportation price. The fluc-
tuation of MVES transportation price has the potential to af-
fect scheduling decisions. In this subsection, the transportation
price co-efficient β is used as the reflection of price evolu-
tion to illustrate the transportation cost influence on scheduling
results.

Fig. 11 shows that as β increases, the overall scheduling cost
increases. The increment of β, leading to the transportation
cost increase, accounts for a heavy proportion of the whole

Fig. 11. MVES scheduling costs with transportation price co-efficient.

Fig. 12. MVES charging task allocation with transportation price co-efficient.

cost. Although the MVES charging demand is irrelevant to
transportation routes, the transportation price coefficient does
affect the MVES charging task allocation, which leads to an
slightly increasing charging cost.

To illustrate the influence of β on MVES charging allocation,
Fig. 12 shows the charging allocation trends as β increases. It can
be seen that transportation price increment results in the decrease
of MVES charging tasks in station r1 as the station is the farther
one to both limited capacity stations. Particularly, MVESs that
go to station q1 tend to be allocated to station r2 due to a shorter
transportation distance. Although r2 is closer to both limited
capacity stations, its higher charging cost and limited charging
capacity require station r1 to share some charging responsibility
to ensure that enough MVESs will arrive at the limited capacity
stations on time.
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Fig. 13. MVES scheduling costs with station availability.

Fig. 14. MVES charging task allocation with station availability.

5) Station Availability vs. MVES Scheduling Costs: In
the limited capacity stations, the requirement of station
availability has non-negligible impacts on MVES scheduling
costs and charging task allocations among resourceful stations.
Fig. 13 shows daily MVES scheduling cost variations with lim-
ited capacity station availability. With higher station availability
requirement, the overall scheduling cost increases rapidly. To
maintain a higher station availability, more energy are demanded
to be transferred through MVESs. Thus, charging tasks increase
in resourceful stations, leading to higher charging cost. On the
other hand, maintaining a higher station availability also results
in an increase of MVES transportation cost. The detailed charg-
ing allocations with increasing station availability are illustrated
in Fig. 14. It can be seen that higher the station availability, more
MVES charging tasks are assigned to station r1 . Considering
a smaller charging capacity in station r2 between the two re-
sourceful stations, fulfilling the increasing charging tasks means
allocating more MVES charging to station r1 .

VII. CONCLUSION

A two-tier energy compensation framework has been intro-
duced to effectively use MVESs as energy porters at peak hours.
To minimize the scheduling cost, a convex optimization problem
has been formulated and solved through DCP of CVX. Through
the simulation, the effectiveness of the introduced framework
and the optimality of formulated problem have been validated.
Moreover, the influence of scheduling factors on the frame-
work results have been illustrated. It is concluded that as bat-
tery technology develops, the increasing MVES energy trans-
mission efficiency can lead to a wider transmission coverage
and more flexible scheduling. Further, strict station availabil-
ity requirement can result in drastic increment of scheduling
cost, leading to a trade-off between the station availability and

scheduling costs. Based on the introduced energy compensa-
tion framework, the cost-efficient MVES scheduling scheme
can be applied to the local power utility company to address
the overload issues without excessive facility upgrade expendi-
ture. In our future work, we will propose an incentive mecha-
nism to encourage private MVESs participating in the energy
compensation scheduling to fully utilize the on-road energy
sources.
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